We review the issue of gauge and gravitational anomalies with backgrounds, maybe offering a new outlook on some aspects of these questions.
Introduction
Chern-Simons (CS) gravities have been investigated by many researchers during the last few decades, uncovering a wealth of interesting properties in many aspects of this theories (see for instance [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] ). A recent review with a quite complete list of references is [7] .
Within the area of research of Chern-Simons gauge and gravity theories, a number of papers was devoted to passing from Chern-Simons to Transgression forms as a way to address several issues ith Chern-Simons theories (see for instance refs. [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] ). The work discussed here follows the general strategy and outlook advanced in these papers.
The subject of anomalies in quantum field theories is intimately related, for deep mathematical and physical reasons, to the study of Chern-Simons forms [11, 12, 13, 10] . We are interested in the possible anomalies of hypothetical theories dual in the sense of the AdS-CFT conjecture [27, 28, 29] to ChernSimons AdS gravities.
Holographic anomalies provided some of the firts tests of the AdS-CFT correspondence [28, 30] , verifying the agreement of the Conformal (or Weyl) anomaly [31] for both sides of the duality. This check referred to General Relativity with cosmological constant regulated by suitable boundary terms in 5D in the bulk side and super Yang-Mill theory with N = 4 and a large number of colors (related to the cosmological constant of the bulk) in 4D in the boundary.
After that conformal anomalies induced by higher curvature gravitational theories in 5D where computed following similar methods [32, 33, 34] .
The conformal anomaly induced by Chern-Simons gravitational theories was computed in [35] for 5D and 3D CS gravity (inducing Weyl anomalies in 4D and 2D CFTs respectively) and the generic form for arbitrary dimension was conjectured. This calculation was done only on the gravitational side, as the dual CFT theories are not known, but the result of doing this gravitational computation using several different methods was the same, and it was in agreement with what was to be expected from refs. [32, 33, 34] . The Weyl anomaly in 4D induced by CS gravity in 5D was also computed in [36] while the Weyl anomaly induced by CS gravities in any dimension was computed in [38] . In those works the Weyl anomaly was computed as the trace of the boundary energy-momentum tensor, adding counterterms to cancel infinite contributions. An analysis of Weyl anomalies for generic gravity theories, including CS gravities, was done in ref. [39] , where it was emphazised in particular that the bulk classical field equations are not required to compute the Weyl anomaly.
In the present work we compute holographic anomalies associated to the AdS gauge invariance of Chern-Simons AdS gravity. We start from the action principles discussed in [51] , and assume the asymptotic behavior of the fields assumed in that work 1 . One important point is that those action principles involve two sets of gauge fields, one of which is regarded as a regulator. The anomaly is then seen as a result of not varying the regulator, as the whole transgression action with both sets of fields varying is in fact gauge invariant. A consequence of this built in regulation of the action principles considered is that every magnitude of interest is finite from the beginning, without needing further subtractions or corrections 2 . The plan of this work is the following: In Section 2 I review gauge and diffeomorphism anomalies with backgrounds, possibly giving some new point of view in some aspects of this question.
In Section 3 I give a very brief review of Transgression and AdS gravity.
In Section 4 I analyze the subset of AdS gauge transformations consistent with the asymptotic fall-off of the fields discussed in [51] .
In Section 5. AdS holographic gauge anomalies are computed for one of tha action principles considered in [51] ("Backgrounds").
In Section 6. we study AdS holographic gauge anomalies for the second action principle discussed in [51] ("Kounterterms").
In Section 7. and 8. we discuss diffeomorphism anomalies for the Backgrounds and Kounterterms action principles respectively. Section 9. contains discussion of the results presented and conclusions.
Chern-Simons and Transgression forms and Anomalies

Goal of this section
In this section we review the main results on gauge and gravitational anomalies with backgrounds, with some mathematical preliminaries, required in the following sections. Gauge anomalies with backgrounds were studied by Mañes et al. in [13] . What follows could in principle be obtained from that work, nevertheless we find it convenient to derive the explicit forms of the anomalies presented here, that are used below. Some of the those results were presented in [50] . I am also aware of expressions similar to some of the ones presented here in the work by Moss [14] . Gravitational and Weyl anomalies have been discussed in [12, 10] and [31] respectively, for instance, but I am not aware of any work presenting diffeomorphism anomalies with backgrounds in the way done in subsection 2.4 below.
The content of this section on gauge and gravitational anomalies applies in principle to any theory involving gauge fields and gravitation, while in the following sections we will apply those results to a specific kind of theories (CS AdS gravity).
Transgressions
Chern-Simons forms 3 C 2n+1 (A) are differential forms defined for a connection A, which under gauge transformations of that connection transform by a closed form, so are say to be quasi invariant. Transgression forms T 2n+1 are a generalization of Chern-Simons forms that depend on two gauge connections A and A and are strictly gauge invariant if both connections are subjected to the same gauge transformation. The use of this forms as lagrangians for physical theories, or as a template for actions for physical theories was discussed in references [25, 26] . Transgressions can be written (see e.g., [9] ) as the difference of two Chern-Simons forms plus an exact form
where T 2n+1 (A, A = 0) = C 2n+1 (A), or explicitly as
where 4 A t = tA + (1 − t)A = A + t∆A is a connection that interpolates between the two independent gauge potentials A and A. The Lie algebra-valued one-
A are connections under gauge transformations, G α are the generators of the gauge group G (elements of its Lie algebra G) and < · · · > stands for a symmetrized invariant trace in the Lie algebra (or equivalently for the contraction with a symmetric invariant tensor of the group). The corresponding curvature is
2 . Setting A = 0 in the transgression form yields the ChernSimons form for A. If g is an element of G, then a gauge transformation of A is given by A g = g −1 [A + d]g and the field strength transforms covariantly as
If A is transformed with the same group element, then ∆A and F t transform covariantly, and from eq. [ 2] it is clear that the transgression is gauge invariant in that case. The case where A is transformed but A is not is considered in the next subsection, and it is relevant to compute gauge anomalies with backgrounds.
Gauge Anomaly with Background
The variation of the transgression under infinitesimal variations of A and A is
We are interested in how the transgression transforms under infinitesimal gauge transformations g = 1 + λ (with λ infinitesimal) that change A but not A, given by δA = Dλ and δA = 0. However, to get the variation of the transgression if only A varies it is actually easier to exploit the fact that the transgression is invariant if both gauge potentials are varied by the with the same gauge 4 Here wedge product between forms is assumed. transformation, an then isolating the part that corresponds to only varying A. We start then taking
Using that δ λ A t = tδ λ A + (1 − t)δ λ A = tDλ + (1 − t)Dλ , the Bianchi identities DF = 0 and DF = 0, and the property of the covariant derivative and the invariant trace < D(something) >= d < something > we get
But the first line of the second member of the previous equation is just the gauge variation of the transgression if only A is varied, which we will denote δ λ T
2n+1 . Therefore
The expression within the brackets in the second member of the previous equation (upon which the exterior derivative d acts) is already an expression of the consistent gauge anomaly in the presence of a background A. By using that
Eq. [7] differs from eq. [6 ] in that the latter does not include dλ while the former does. If we write eq. 
In the particular case that A = 0 (therefore F = 0) eq. [8] reduces to
which agrees with the result Wu, Zee and Zumino for anomalies without backgrounds in Ref. [11] (eq.(3.35) in that paper), if we take in account that they define gauge transformations as δ λ A = −Dv (so we should replace λ by −v).
Another particular case corresponds to choosing A = A the ∆A = 0 and
which corresponds to the so called covariant anomaly. 
where M d is the space-time manifold [11] . If the anomaly itself were the gauge variation of a local functional The definition of the anomaly implies the so called Wess-Zumino consistency condition
were λ and η are infinitesimal gauge parameters. This condition severely restricts the possible form of the anomaly. The fact that δ λ T That anomaly cannot be absorbed in a redefinition of the quantum action, as it is not the result of a variation of a local functional on M d but rather is the result of the variation of a functional defined in a d+1-dimensional manifold with boundary M d . The previous paragraph parallels similar arguments for the case of anomalies without backgrounds (see [11] and references therein).
The covariant anomaly eq. (10) is not consistent at first sight, as it is gauge invariant and therefore the first member of the consistency condition would vanish while the second member would not. However if we consider eq. (8) as the actual definition and A as a different field that is set equal to A (for the covariant anomaly) only at the end of the calculations, and that is not to be varied under gauge transformations, then the covariant anomaly can also be regarded as consistent.
I believe that any proper definition of the anomaly must include the reference background (even if it were A = 0).
Diffeomorphism Anomalies with Backgrounds
The non invariace of an action under diffeomorphisms is associated to gravitational and Weyl anomalies. The variation of an arbitrary differential form α p under infinitesimal diffeomorphisms generated by the vector ξ = ξ
is the standard exterior derivative and I ξ is the contraction operator 7 (see por instance [9] ). For a 1-form that is a gauge potential the previous expressions are equivalent to
(of course, in a 2n+1 dimensional space-time dT 2n+1 = 0, but we just kept that part as a formal relationship, that would be relevant if said space-time were embedded in a higher dimensional one). The variation of the Transgression results from variations from both A and A, and we could denote it as
, where the first term of the second member comes from taking the variation of A keeping A fixed and the second term to the reverse.
If we understand A as a fixed background not to be varied and take variations only of A, then the consequent variation of the transgression will have two parts: a normal variation as an ordinary differential form under diffeomorphisms plus an anomalous variation. Explicitly
2n+1 , where δ ξ T 2n+1 is the normal variation and −δ ξ T (A) 2n+1 is the anomalous variation. That variation can be written as
7 The contraction operator I ξ is defined by acting on a p-form αp as
and being and anti-derivative in the sense that acting on the wedge product of differential forms αp and βq of order p and q respectively gives I ξ (αpβq) = I ξ αpβq + (−1) p αpI ξ βq. 8 And of course
A judicious choice of the background will kill the bulk term I ξ < F n+1 >, the simplest being F = 0, but we will see below other choices better suited for a well defined action principle for Chern-Simons AdS gravities. In that case the diffeomorphism anomaly with backgrounds is just Ω 1 2n (A, A, ξ).
Brief review of Transgression and Chern-Simons AdS gravity
For the AdS group in dimension d = 2n+1 the gauge connection is given by
where ω ab is the spin connection, e a is the vielbein and J ab and P a are the generators of the AdS group (for Lorentz transformations and translations respectively). One possible symmetrized trace, and the only one I will consider in this paper, is that which is non zero only for one P generator and n J generators, with values
where κ is a constant, which together with the AdS group parameter l ("AdS radius") will characterize the theories. In addition to the basis of the algebra spanned by the generators P a and J ab we will use a basis spanned by the generators P 1 , P i , P i + J 1i and P i − J 1i , with i an index taking any allowed value but 1. For this generators the only non zero values of the symmetrized trace are
Notice in particular that
9 A gauge connection has dimensions of (length) −1 , so it must be A =
Pa where l is the 'AdS radius'. I set l = 1 trough all the present paper. It is easy to reintroduce l using dimensional analysis, if necessary.
The transgression for the AdS group is 10 [26]
where
Here e a and e a are the two vielbeins and ω ab and ω ab the two spin connections, R = dω + ω 2 and R = dω + ω 2 are the corresponding curvatures, θ = ω − ω and e t = te + (1 − t)e.
The action for transgressions for the AdS group is chosen to be [26] I T rans = κ (22) where M and M are two manifolds with a common boundary, that is ∂M ≡ ∂M. Notice that, as said in the previous section, this is a generalization from the simpler case where M ≡ M.
We have two natural choices of either regarding both A and A as dynamical fields, or regarding one of them (lets say A) as a non independent background.
The field equations derived from the action of eq. (22) are < F n G α >= 0 and < F n G α >= 0, or (see for instance [26] )
If A is taken to be non dynamical only the first line of the previous equations should hold. What will be done in the next sections can be interpreted in two ways: i. As the variation of the Transgression-Chern-Simons AdS gravity action (in any of its versions) under those gauge transformations that keep the AdS gauge curvature finite, and when A is not varied. In that sense the result can be regarded as the AdS gauge holographic anomaly for that theory.
ii. As the construction of the consistent gauge anomaly for the AdS group and the invariant tensor given above, useful in principle (with a suitable coefficient) for other theories.
AdS gauge transformations
In this section we study the generic asymptotic form of the gauge parameters that would generate gauge transformations consistent with the asymptotic gonditions in the gauge fields required in [51] . A similar problem has been considered, for different asymptotic conditions, in [36] , and more recently in [37] in 2+1 dimensions.
Gauge transformation of the gauge potential
Given the AdS gauge parameter λ = 1 2 λ ab J ab + λ a P a , the gauge potential A = 1 2 ω ab J ab + e a P a , the gauge variation δ λ A = Dλ = dA + [A, λ] and the algebra of generators of the AdS group one gets
are the covariant derivatives associated to the spin connection ω ab . In ref. [51] it was shown that the gauge potential that results from requiring a finite gauge curvature can be cast in the form
where we are using the notation of ref. [51] . It is important for what follows to remark that the coefficient of P 1 does not need to be dr, but it is enough that it is finite when r → ∞ in order to yield a finite gauge curvature F 11 . We are interested in gauge transformations that preserve the finite character of F . A generic gauge transformation acting on A of the form of eq.(27) yields
11 The asymptotic dependence of A on r must be schematically A ≈ e r (P i − J 1i ) + 1 J ij + 1 (P i − J 1i ) + 1 P 1 + e −r J ij + e −r (P i + J 1i ).
Gauge transformations of the gauge curvature
The gauge variation of the AdS gauge curvature is δ λ F = [F, λ]. This implies that the components of F transform as
Separating the 1 and the i = 1 components we get
or equivalently
Asymptotic conditions on the gauge parameters
We must choose what conditions to impose on the asymptotic dependence of the components of λ on r. That may seem unnecessary, as λ corresponds to an infinitesimal gauge transformation. However we may regard λ as infinitesimal at any given large but finite r, but with an asymptotic dependence that would render it infinite if r → ∞ and everything else is kept fixed. Considering that the components of λ are of the generic form σf (x, r) where σ is some infinitesimal parameter, we must deal with two different limits σ → 0 (although never in fact reaching 0) and r → ∞. I see at least two possible conditions on the asymptotic behavior of λ:
Option I. The first possibility is to require that gauge parameter must be such that the infinitesimal gauge transformation preserves the generic asymptotic form of A that yields a finite asymptotic F . In that case, from the expressions given above for the gauge variation of A and F , we see that we must require: i. Requiring that e 1 and ω ij are kept asymptotically finite by the allowed gauge transformations implies that the functions λ (+)i (x, r) are asymptotically of the form λ (+)i (x, r) = e −rλ(+)i (x, r) withλ (+)i (x, r) asymptotically finite. ii. The functions λ (−)i (x, r), λ ij (x, r) and λ 1 (x, r) (and equivalently λ (+)ij (x, r) and λ (−)ij (x, r)) are asymptotically finite. Allowing λ (−)i (x, r) = e r λ (−)i (x, r) with λ (−)i (x, r) asymptotically finite would preserve the generic asymptotic behaviour of A, but would make some components of F asymptotically divergent, therefore we forbid that possibility.
We have then
From the previous expressions we can read the variations of the different relevant fields, for instance
where λ
1 is only function of the x's but not of r asymptotically, or more precisely if ∂ r λ 1 → 0 when r → ∞, we can make δ λ e 1 = 0 asymptotically by choosing theλ (+) i (x, r → ∞) to be the components of dλ 1 in the basisê i ∞
. Making
12 Whether or not we make this choice will not affect the anomalies computed below.
δ λ e 1 = 0 everywhere would require gauge parameters that are dependent on the specific field configuration. We will not make that sort of choice. If δ λ e 1 = 0 at the boundary the gauge potential could in principle be transformed to the form with which we started, with e 1 = dr, by a change of coordinates that reduces to the identity at the boundary.
Option II. The second possibility is to require that the asymptotic behavior of the gauge parameters is such that that the gauge Noether's charge densities are finite, which may be achieved but requiring that it is the same than the asymptotic behavior of I ξ A.
From the invariance of the action under diffeomorphisms generated by a infinitesimal space-time vector ξ µ Noether's Theorem yields (see for instance [26] ) the conserved current
where the conserved charge density is
Analogously, invariance of the action under gauge transformations generated by the algebra-valued gauge parameter λ gives, via Noether's Theorem [26] , the conserved current
We see that bot expressions are the same if we replace I ξ A t by λ. Therefore, using the results of ref. [51] , were it was shown that the asymptotic conditions given ensure a finite Q ξ , if the asymptotic behavior of λ is the same than I ξ A t then Q λ will be finite. Reasoning as in ref. [51] one can see that the asymptotic behavior of Option I gives vanishing Q λ 's. This weaker condition implies the asymptotic dependence on A is preserved, but also that some components of F would diverge if we take the r → ∞ while keeping σ (the infinitesimal factor mentioned above) fixed. In fact, as we are considering infinitesimal transformations, one must regard σ as small enough for a given r that the gauge variation of F is in fact infinitesimal (therefore keeping it finite).
From the expressions for A and for the gauge variation of A we see that we must require: i. The functions λ ij (x, r) and λ 1 (x, r) and equivalently λ (+)ij (x, r) and λ (−)ij (x, r) are asymptotically finite. ii. The functions λ (+)i (x, r) are asymptotically of the form λ (+)i (x, r) = e −rλ(+)i (x, r) withλ (+)i (x, r) asymptotically finite. iii. The functions λ (−)i (x, r) are asymptotically of the form λ (−)i (x, r) = e rλ(−)i (x, r) withλ (+)i (x, r) asymptotically finite.
We have then (42) and
where every dependence on r is taken on the limit r → ∞. If we require that δ λê i ∞ has no component along dr we must require that ∂ rλ (−)i → 0 when r → ∞.
Making δ λ e 1 = 0 at the boundary is less straightforward in this case, as its finite part involves the specific field configuration considered, throughζ i , then the only configuration independent choice would beλ (−) i → 0 asymptotically, which in fact corresponds to Option I. It seems that in this case we must regard the asymptotic vanishing of δ λ e 1 = 0 as a configuration dependent equation that yields configuration dependent asymptotic allowed values forλ (+)i andλ
4.3.1. Discussion Option I above is somehow "safer", as F will be kept finite independently of the order in which we take limits, and also allows for a simple configuration independent condition to make δ λ e 1 = 0. It has the disadvantage that the Noether's charge associated to the gauge invariance does vanish in this case.
Option II is more general, containing all the gauge transformations allowed by Option I plus others, and yields finite conserved charges consistent with the Noether's charges associated to diffeomorphisms. It has the problems that δ λ F would diverge asymptotically if we are not careful about the order in which limits are taken. Also the condition δ λ e 1 = 0 is more involved and configuration dependent in this case.
In the following sections on anomalies we will give the results corresponding to Option II. The anomalies corresponding to Option I are found by settinĝ λ (−)i (x, r → ∞) =λ (−)i ∞ = 0 in the results for Option II.
AdS gauge Anomalies of Chern-Simons AdS gravity: Backgrounds
AdS gauge anomaly
We will use the form of the anomaly given in eq. (6), in a slightly modified form
For the "AdS vacuum" configuration (see ref.
[51]) we have that < F n λ >= 0, because it satisfies the classical field equations. We need to see which parts of < ∆AF n−1 t δ λ A > do not vanish as a result of the traces or the asymptotic behaviour of the fields. Schematically, the leading order in each generator is
Proceeding as in ref. [51] we see that there are no divergences and that the only finite contribution comes from taking ∆A along (P i + J 1i ), all the F t 's along J ij and δ λ A along (P i − J 1i ). Using the definition of the symmetrized trace we get
The AdS vacuum is such thatR
Using this in the previous expression we get
Integrating in the parameter t we get
∞ , which implies that the AdS gauge anomaly with backgrounds can be written as
It is important to remark that while we only used the subscript ∞ for F kl ∞ , in fact every function in the previous expression is evaluated at the boundary r = ∞.
Weyl anomaly
From eq. (37) or eq. (45) we see that if the only non zero component of the gauge parameter is λ 1 then
which implies that this kind of gauge transformation induces a Weyl transformation at the boundary. From eq. (52) we see that the Weyl anomaly reads
The last line would vanish if the field equations hold, but that does not mean that the Weyl anomaly vanishes, because gauge symmetries must hold whether or not the field equations hold (they hold off-shell, not just on-shell) 13 .
Lorentz anomaly
From eq.(37) or eq. (45) we see that if the only non zero component of the gauge parameter is λ ij then
which implies that this kind of gauge transformation induces a Lorentz transformation at the boundary. The corresponding anomaly can be interpreted as a Lorentz anomaly (which is equivalent to a gravitational anomaly, as shown in ref. [12] ). From eq. (52) we see that the Lorentz anomaly reads
13 One may however argue that if there exist a holographic theory induced at the boundary which could be approximated by a saddle point approximation of the bulk theory, then the Weyl anomaly for that conjectured holographic boundary theory in that regime would vanish.
This expression is not necessarily zero even if the field equations hold. It is unclear to me which kind of gravitational coupling in a boundary theory may generate such Lorentz-gravitational anomaly (if any), as the usual gravitational anomalies are associated to symmetrized standard traces or products of standard traces, rather than to the symmetrized trace associated to the Levi-Civita tensor.
Gauge translations anomaly
If the only non zero components of the gauge parameter areλ (−)i we could in principle have a gauge translation anomaly, which using eq.(52) would be
Notice that for the Option I of the asymptotic behavior of the gauge parameter the previous expression vanishes, and therefore in that case there are no anomalies associated to gauge translations in the backgrounds approach to Chernsimons AdS gravity.
AdS gauge Anomalies of Chern-Simons AdS gravity: Kounterterms
AdS gauge anomaly
We will again use the form of the anomaly given by eq.(47). For the "Kounterterms vacuum" configuration we have A = 1 2ω
[51]), therefore < F n λ > has a non-zero contribution from the component of λ along P 1 , which is
is the Euler density of the boundary. In order to compute the non zero contributions to the anomaly coming from < ∆AF n−1 t δ λ A > we need the asymptotic behaviour of the relevant fields, which schematically is
These asymptotic dependences come from the expressions for ∆A and F t given in ref. [51] and from
Proceeding as in the previous section we see that there are no divergent contributions to < ∆AF n−1 t δ λ A > come from taking: i. ∆A along (P i − J 1i ), all the F t 's along J ij and δ λ A along (P i + J 1i ) or ii. ∆A along (P i − J 1i ), one of the F t 's along (P i + J 1i ), the remaining F t 's but one along J ij and δ λ A along J ij or iii. ∆A along (P i + J 1i ), all the F t 's along J ij and δ λ A along (P i − J 1i ) .
Using the explicit forms of the relevant fields and the definition of the symmetrized trace we get
where we ignored contributions along dr, as they have no support at the boundary,
, and every field that appears is evaluated at r → ∞.
It is possible, integrating by parts, to write the expression for the anomaly in such a way that none of the gauge parameters are acted upon by derivatives. As it was said above, given a symmetric trace with all indices saturated < ... > and a covariant derivative D it holds that d < (something) >=< D(something) >, where d stands for the exterior derivative. This is true in particular for de symmetric trace provided by contraction with the Levi-Civita ǫ-tensor and the covariant derivativeD ∞ . FurthermoreD ∞ê i ∞ = 0 because of the required vanishing of the intrinsic torsion of the boundary, andD ∞R ij ∞ = 0 in virtue of the Bianchi identities. We havê
and
and also
and finally
It is straightforward replace the previous expressions in eq.(60), discarding irrelevant total derivatives, to obtain an alternative expression of the AdS gauge anomaly that has no derivatives of the gauge parameter. An immediately apparent feature of that alternative expression of the anomaly is that, if the additional conditionD ∞ζ i = 0 holds, then only the first term of the second member (the first line) is non zero. This condition, which for instance is automatically satisfied if the boundary manifold is of constant curvature, already appeared in ref. [51] as necessary for the finiteness of the action, which otherwise will have a divergence that would be linear on r (or logarithmic in the Fefferman-Graham standard radial coordinate ρ).
Weyl anomaly
As said in the previous section, gauge transformations for which only λ 1 is non vanishing induce Weyl transformations at the boundary. The Weyl anomaly for the Kounterterms action principle that follows from eq.(60) is
is the Euler density of the boundary (which is not required to vanish by the field equations). This result agrees with refs. [35, 38, 36] 
Lorentz and translational anomalies
From eq.(60) we see that there is no Lorentz anomaly in the Kountereterms approach (unlike what happens in the Backgrounds approach).
The anomalies under gauge translations can be read from eq.(60), but as said above they vanish if the conditionD ∞ζ i = 0 holds. This condition was found in ref. [51] to be necessary to ensure the finiteness of the action.
Diffeomorphism Anomalies of Chern-Simons AdS gravity: Backgrounds
We will use eqs. (14) and (15) . For the AdS vacuum I ξ < F n+1 >= 0 and < F n I ξ A >= 0 as a result of the field equations. Also the asymptotic dependence of the relevant fields in the backgrounds approach and the definition of the symmetric trace imply that < ∆AF n−1 t I ξ F >. What remains has exactly the same form that the gauge anomaly for backgrounds, but with the "effective gauge parameter" I ξ A instead of λ. From
we can read the corresponding components of that "effective λ" and just replace them in eq. (52) to obtain the diffeomorphism anomaly for Chern-Simons AdS gravity in the backgrounds approach. One important difference is that the components of this effective gauge parameter are not all independent, as oncê 
Diffeomorphism Anomalies of Chern-Simons AdS gravity: Kounterterms
Our starting point are eqs. (14) and (15) . The first observation is that for the Kounterterms vacuum I ξ < F n+1 >= 0, as F only has components along J ij . We have that I ξ F = ii. < ∆AF n−1 t I ξ F > has a non zero contribution if ∆A is along (P i − J 1i ), one F t is along (P i + J 1i ), the remaining F t 's along J ij , and I ξ F along J ij . iii. < ∆AF n−1 t DI ξ A > appears in a term that has exactly the same form that the last term in the gauge anomaly, with I ξ A instead of λ. It follows that the discussion done for gauge anomalies apply. Notice that the "effective gauge parameter" I ξ A does not contain gauge translations, and that the non vanishing components have the same asymptotic dependence that we required for λ.
Putting all together, the explicit form of the diffeomorphism anomaly is
Notice that, as it was the case for gauge anomalies, if the conditionD ∞ζ i ∞ = 0 holds the only term of the second member that survives is the first. That term corresponds to the Weyl anomaly, as I ξ (dr) is non vanishing only for ξ = σ ∂ ∂r where σ is an infinitesimal parameter (or function) for infinitesimal coordinate transformations, and it is well known [40] , and easy to check, that radial diffeomorphisms induce Weyl transformations at the boundary. In that case I ξ (dr) = σ and the Weyl anomaly is 
Discussion and Comments
We have computed AdS gauge and diffeomorphism anomalies for ChernSimons AdS gravity, for two action principles discussed in previous work [25, 26, 51] , and assuming the asymptotic behavior of the fundamental fields proposed in [51] . The anomalies arise as a result of regarding the second field configuration, regarded a regulator, as non varying. These means in particular that if one regards both A and A as dynamical fields varying with the same transformation rules there would be no anomalies at all.
The results are finite without requiring further regularization or subtraction, adding to the evidence that the action principles motivated by the transgression are indeed the appropriate ones.
Anomalies are characterized by a symmetric tensor (or equivalently a symmetrized trace) in the algebra of the relevant gauge group as an overall constant factor (see for instance [11, 10] ). The anomalies found here, in particular Lorentz otr gravitacional anomalies, involve the Levi-Civita tensor as said invariant trace. On the other hand standard gravitational anomalies for theories with chiral fermions with the standard minimal coupling to gravity are given in terms of standard traces properly symmetrized [12, 10] . This is somewhat puzzling, as it is not clear what sort of hypothetical dual CFT theory would yield matching anomalies.
Gravitational anomalies of the standard form have been studied in the AdS-CFT correspondence context, for instance in [54, 55] . However these anomalies are generated by adding Lorentz Chern-Simons terms in the bulk, constructed with a symmetrized standard trace instead of the Levi-Civita tensor. It seems that to generate gravitational anomalies of the standard form one should start with a lagragian of the kind known as "exotic Chern-Simons gravity", where the invariant tensor in the AdS gauge group algebra is a symmetrized combination of standard traces, instead of the Levi-Civita tensor. It would be interesting to do an analysis similar to [51] for "exotic CS gravities" and then compute the AdS anomalies that could arise in that case.
Another interesting set of questions has to do with the role of torsion in the anomalies computed. The analysis of [51] showed that the intrinsic torsion of the boundary must vanish if the AdS gauge curvature is asymptotically finite. However the bulk torsion itself is not required to vanish, and for instance ζ i contains information about it. It would be valuable to understand better the physical implications of the bulk torsion contribution to the anomalies computed. It would be interesting to see if the anomalies discussed here are related to the ones discussed in [56] , for a different kind of theory and in 2+1 dimensions.
Anomalies involving space-time torsion of the kind introduced in [52, 53] are excluded in our framework, as we have a vanishing boundary torsion as an asymptotic condition and furthermore and those anomalies involve standard traces. However they may appear in a holographic context involving exotic CS gravities, which in addition to use standard traces may admit a different asymptotic torsion.
The possible forms of anomalies are quite constrained by the Wess-Zumino (WZ) consistency conditions (see for instance [11, 12] ), what means that anomalies of the form discussed here may appear may be relevant for other field theories.
In particular, they may be relevant for Lovelock gravities 14 and their holographic duals. It has been proved that the boundary term suggested by transgressions [25, 26] , with a suitable constant coefficient, also works as a regulator for General Relativity with a cosmological constant in odd dimensions [41] , and in fact for any Lovelock AdS gravity [46, 47] . That is surprising at first, but maybe the fact that the variation of that boundary term (which in fact has information about the bulk) would generate anomalies satisfying the WZ consistency condition may explain that fact.
